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One revenue source revenue potential and fairly considered its existence except from a Regional Tax revenue of Retribution. The definition itself is a contribution to the government that can be imposed and got behind the service directly. According to South Lampung District Regulation No. 20 of 2002 section 1, the Motor Vehicle Inspection Levy is the payment of motor vehicle testing services in accordance with laws and regulations.

Total revenue retibusi vehicle testing is influenced by the large number of vehicles that perform the testing of motor vehicles in South Lampung regency and the tariff applicable in the district.

Increasing number of vehicles in South Lampung District not only affected by the increased number of motor vehicle sales but also because of mutations in motor vehicle other than the province of Lampung Province at particular South Lampung regency. Besides, the need for an increase from various fields of transport, trade and economy as well as a result of increased development in South Lampung regency. This study aims to find the data we estimate the coefficient of motor vehicles in South Lampung regency.
and find out the estimated revenue levy testing of motor vehicles in South Lampung regency in future years 2009-2014.

Based on the results of research and calculation dapaat concluded that: (1) the number of motor vehicles has increased so that retribution would also increase revenues, (2) factors that affect the number of compulsory vehicle testing and acceptance testing of motor vehicle levy is the number of motor vehicles and public awareness as a compulsory levy.